**BEHR ULTRA® SCUFF DEFENSE™ Interior Eggshell Enamel**

- Stain-Blocking Paint & Primer
- Advanced Scuff & Mar Resistance
- Exceptional Burnish Resistance, Easy-Clean Finish
- Outstanding Durability for Busy High-Traffic Areas
- Antimicrobial-Mildew Resistant Paint Finish
- Lifetime Warranty*
- Low VOC, 100% Acrylic

No. 2750 Ultra Pure White® No. 2753 Deep Base No. 2754 Medium Base

*A PRIMER COAT MAY BE NEEDED ON SOME SURFACES. SEE BACK LABEL FOR DETAILS.

---

**FOR TINT BASES – DO NOT USE WITHOUT THE ADDITION OF TINTING COLORANTS.**

**APPLICATION**

Apply when air and surface temperatures are between 50-90°F (10-32°C). Stir paint occasionally. Intermix containers of same product to ensure color and sheen uniformity. Use a high quality 3/8-1/2” nap roller cover, nylon/polyester brush or an airless sprayer (.015 -.019” spray tip, 60 mesh filter). Do not thin if using a roller or brush; however, if using a sprayer and thinning is required, thin with water at a rate of no more than 1/2 pint per gallon. Certain colors may require additional coats for complete hide. Darker colors may require additional dry time between coats. Cooler temperatures or higher humidity may prolong drying time. After 4 weeks, cured paint film may be cleaned with a mild, non-abrasive liquid detergent. Dry paint film is mildew resistant. Do not use on floors.

**DISPOSAL**

For disposal of empty containers, unused paint and soiled rags, contact your household refuse collection service.

Visit Behr.com for painting tips, expert project advice and the perfect color coordination with the ColorSmart by BEHR® Tool.

**WARNING**! If you scrape, sand or remove old paint, you may release lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. Contact the National Lead Information Center at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead.

---

**PREPARATION & PRIME**

All surfaces should be properly prepared and cleaned. Remove loose paint, wash off dirt and grease with detergent, rinse and allow to dry. Remove mildew stains with a mildew stain remover. Scuff sand glossy surfaces and repair imperfections. Remove all dust with a damp cloth, allow to dry. Allow new stucco, plaster and masonry to cure for 30 days before painting. Use BEHR ULTRA® Paint as a primer for properly prepared uncoated or painted interior surfaces, including woods that contain tannins (two primer coats required for redwood and cedar) and heavily stained areas. Lock in stains with BEHR ULTRA® Paint as a spot primer. For heavy stains, test for stain bleed-through by applying BEHR ULTRA® Paint to a small section. If the stain bleeds through, spot prime another coat to the stained area and test again before topcoating. If bleeding continues, a longer dry time is needed before topcoating. For drastic color changes or when applying deep colors denoted with a dagger (†) on the color chip, apply a tinted primer coat of BEHR ULTRA® Paint if needed.

---

**LEGAL DISCLAIMER**

This warranty is not transferable. It is valid only for the original residential consumer purchaser. Warranty coverage is limited to replacement of product only and does not include labor or any other legal theory. Damages, whether based on breach of express or implied warranty, negligence, strict liability or any other legal theory. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.

To consult with a Behr Paint Company Representative, call 1-800-854-0133 Ext. 2 (U.S.A. only).

---

**WARNING** Cancer and Reproductive Harm – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

---

**First Aid**

CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN - DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.

---
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